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About This Game

Prove you have what it takes to lead your own wrestling franchise to victory! You're the promoter and it's your job to crush the
competition by assembling, managing, and developing a winning roster of wrestling stars. Choose from hundreds of global

wrestlers, develop your own story with the newly revamped storyline section, manage large promotions, schedule PPV and TV
events, and form alliances to defeat the competition. In this realistic simulation, you'll deal with plenty of egos, backstage

rivalries, locker room politics, TV networks and ruthless rival promotions. It's your time to step into the ring and conquer the
world of Total Extreme Wrestling.

Features:

The most accurate wrestling simulator ever made, including wrestlers with styles that can change over time due to injury,
age, or skill level changes. Managing your wrestlers is a key skill.

Choose from hundreds of detailed wrestlers from around the world

The in-depth editor tools allow players to create their own databases, including a Quick Wrestler Creator.

Develop your own storylines with the newly revamped storyline section.

Narratives allow for an element of storytelling in the game world. The user can pre-set certain events to happen on
specific days, along with the optional ability to create a story explaining the event that will appear on the in-game web
site.
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Choose from hundreds of Match Types.

New even more realistic Battle Royals.

Manage Large Promotions with the Assistant Booker.

Build territorial promotions with the Umbrella Promotions feature .

The "Create a Product" mode allows you to fine tune a promotion's style to your exact specifications, from specifying
how long matches are expected to last to how much appeal the promotion has to mainstream audiences.

Advance Booking mode allows you to pre-advertise matches of any type for your upcoming shows.

The Game World Balancer automatically makes sure that there is a good distribution around the world of key staff like
announcers and referees.

The title lineage feature allows you to pre-set histories for any championship in the game, allowing wrestler's old title
reigns to be recognized.

All title belts have a prestige value, meaning you can try to raise certain championships in the eyes of the fans.

User Preferences allow you to maximize your ability to customize the gameplay experience.

User Characters allow you to enter the game world, and take part in shows, whether you want to be a wrestler, an
announcer, or simply stay backstage away from the cameras. Grant specific strengths to your created characters.

In-depth merchandise settings.

User Preferences allow you to maximize your ability to customize the gameplay experience.

Crush the competition by forming alliances with other companies.
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Great Jump'n Run like 80's style , I have playthrough the game.

Buy it !. This expansion is far better than the night fighter expansion pack, the Skins from Sniper Elite 3 makes a return & it
looks great.

The three new Weapons are Sten from the predecessor, new Pistol Walther PPK used by James Bond & lastly the Great
Winchester 1895, all the new Weapons are good in it's own right.. Great game! It's kind of like the Sims, but on Mars. If anyone
out there likes science or has a passion for the destiny of mankind, or simply wants their kids to learn something while playing a
game, I highly recommend this one. I got the last one, Mars Colony Challenger, and I've been looking forward to the release of
Frontier for awhile. It did not dissapoint. The cool thing about this one is it adds an economy aspect and multiplayer competition
(though I haven't tried the multiplayer yet). I especially like the fact that we can build solar arrays and either make or buy all
those little things (nutrients for worms and mushrooms, GPR shots, etc) for which we simply had a finite source in Challenger.
Plus, driving the rover just got way cooler in third person!

I was surprised to see a lot of negative reviews, mostly focusing on graphics and lag and a few startup bugs. Well boo hoo. I
could argue down each of those gripes, but I'll sum it up like this: I use an outdated laptop, so I set the graphics on the lowest
setting to begin with. I have almost no lag at all, the graphics are still great, and in the two weeks since this game was released
about half the bugs I noticed have been fixed. That's better than I can say for most of the games I've played.

Keep up the good work HyperKat! Can't wait to see what you come up with next.. This seems to be a very poorly done port of a
Oculus game to the Vive.

Pros: Very pretty scenery

Cons: No motion controller support. Gamepad support seems iffy (mine didn't work right, and the keyboard
  didn't work while it was plugged in either.) Keyboard controls are very laggy. Aiming to pick up the "stones"
  is via head-tracking only.
  Sound is awful. Forest background noises are fine, but the noise of the obelisks is grating, and when you are
  at the beach, you could swear there are seagulls on your shoulders, screeching in your ears.
  Steam\/Vive support is bad. I could only launch the game by exiting SteamVR and having the game start it. Once
  the game was running, there seems to be no menu, I had to take off the headset and close SteamVR to make
  the game exit.
  Motion is pretty much on rails. You can follow the path, and maybe a few feet to either side. Then you hit an
  invisible wall. There are other walls in places that make no sense. I could climb one stairway to a platform, but
  another one was blocked, for no visible reason. I can jump down off platforms in some places, but not others,
  again for no apparent reason.

Overall, seems like a very poorly done port of an Oculus game to the Vive. I can't recommend it.
. Great puzzle game, I enjoyed the minimalistic style. I couldn't stop playing until I finished it, which took me about 2 hours,
and it was a bit easier than I expected. There is no real build up of difficulty as you progress, but new mechanics are introduced
with new levels and it's incredibly fun to figure out how they work. I would have loved some bigger, more challenging puzzles
that combined all of the mechanics. You get 3 mistakes with each puzzle before it resets, so it might be tempting to go the trial-
and-error route when you get stuck, but this will ruin the game for you! Having to sit back and analyze the puzzle until you see
something new is a great part of the fun.
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Achievement Spam. Finished the game. It's fun. The core gameplay mechanic is fun. I might play it again to see if there's
anything to unlock.. the game does not even work right it just flash. This game was simply awful and broken. Whenever I put on
a new armour piece my character model would become a white and blue blob. The fighting system is lackluster as enemies die
quickly without much effort and drop plenty of health potions. When I attempted to leave the first area the game crashed and I
simply never wanted to play it again.. Etherlords II hasn't become too old to play. Mechanics are on high level, more
complicated than many modern games like Hearthstone, graphic doesn't hurt the eye - 3d graphics, nice animations (which u can
also skip) but the bad thing is that u cannot go idle in this game, when u alt-tab, ctrl+alt+delete or whatever else game crashes.
Multiplayer is kinda buggy too, some ppl get disconnected constantly also there isnt much players on master servers.
Dont hesitate with buyin this if u like card games.. Played this once with some friends and haven't been able to get back into it
since... To me it is a repetative and boring game with little challange or reward.
It might be up someone's alley, but certainly isn't for me.. An interesting addition to the Tower Defense genre - enough
difference to pique my interest.

You are not overburded with different types of units, so strategy is very much to the fore.

Missions are varied, so one approach does not solve all

The graphics are fairly basic, but effective. Really liked the ambient background music - has not started to annoy me yet (as
most do).. Best I've played in so long. So steamy with all the routes but I must confess, Damian's route was more steamy then the
others - just damn! Keep up the good work and can't wait for future ones like this from you guys in the future! 10/10. Nice
documentary about real people trying to stick it to da man.
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